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Contract Compliance and Optimization (CCO)

Protecting your business
with a sound digital contract
management foundation

Contract Compliance
& Optimization (CCO)
from Capgemini offers
an end-to-end contract
management strategy
for your most complex
relationships.
CCO establishes a base
of contract management
processes, so you can
recapture lost revenue
and manage the entire
contract lifecycle.

Do you have a comprehensive contract
management vision for your organization?
Contracts form the basis of your entire business. They are growing more and more
complex, and take huge amounts of time, resources and money to create. Yet
many organizations today lack both an effective contract management vision, and
the resources to prevent revenue leakage and cost overrun. Despite this, they are
expected to protect their business and extract maximum value from every agreement
throughout their contract landscape.
In order to get the most from their contracts and ensure compliance and control at
every step of the contract lifecycle, forward thinking businesses are investing more
into the management of their contracts. They are realizing huge cost savings with
specialized teams of contract experts that bring the support needed to protect the
interests of their company.

CCO – Complete contract lifecycle
management for your business
Poor Contract Management
and contracting process
can lead to value leakage of,
on average, 9.5% of annual
revenue.”1
The International Association
for Contract & Commercial
Management (IACCM)

CCO is a proven, innovative service that manages your contracts throughout the
whole contract lifecycle. With a secure contractual management base, clients can
then focus on recapturing lost revenue through commercial management and
“closing the loop” by implementing preventative pre-signature services.
The value we deliver begins at the fundamental level of contract management, and
we expand upon this to provide continuous savings throughout the entire contract
lifecycle.

How we do it: Compliance, optimization, execution
Contract Management – Manage to Comply

CCO is a unique
business-processoutcome oriented
service that takes
Capgemini’s Business
Services DNA
and applies it to
your contract and
commercial functions.

Late engagement of
commercial resources is
costing organizations on
average 1.5% of
contract value.”2
IACCM

Implementation of CCO begins with our team of contract, commercial and technical
experts laying a strong contract management foundation with compliance tracking
of all duties and obligations. We produce a contract handover that is a summary of
all the key terms and conditions found in your contracts, and answer client contract
queries to help you make informed decisions related to every contract.
We offer complete change order management services that can include everything
from drafting of change orders, workflow approvals, and execution support and
tracking. This foundational layer can also capture key metadata from contract
documents and then store electronic copies on the platform as part of CCO’s
document retention service.
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Commercial Management – Review to Optimize
1 “Contract & Commercial Management:
Key Messages from IACCM Americas 2016,”
IACCM., October 28, 2016
2 Ibid.
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Expanding on this contractual management foundation, we add commercial
management services, with its primary process of invoice validation. This compares
contractual commercial terms to time and materials record systems and the actual
amounts invoiced from suppliers.

Contract Compliance and Optimization from Capgemini
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Within commercial management, we calculate and track all applicable SLA credit
and earn backs, along with calculating and implementing all applicable contract
pricing adjustments (inflation, cost of living, foreign exchange or others). We also can
track and perform a spend pool analysis (applicable fees, volume-based rebates or
discounts), and develop a vendor scorecard with the data collected throughout all
the services.
Pre-award Services – Negotiate to Execute
To cap off CCO, we enable you to save further with our pre-award services. We work
with your legal team to develop a complete template library for all contract types and
a rulebook based on your contract negotiation guidelines.
Our contract experts will do the initial markup and redline review of the simple
contracts in scope, and will function as an extension of your legal team providing
both negotiation and execution support.

CCO has partnerships
with a number of key
players in the CLM
tool and automation
space, and can
design, configure
and/or install the right
combination for your
business.

Why Capgemini? The right people and
skills at the right location and time
With our Global Enterprise Model (GEM), we map and deliver the optimal grade mix
of professionals spanning contract management, commercial management, preaward and CCO technology services. When it comes to technology and potential
delivery partners, we are proud to say that we are completely agnostic. This means
that you can always be sure that you will receive the best solutions for your business.
Our commercial, procurement and technology professionals offer support across
a competency model that ranges from levels of basic understanding to master
proficiency, depending on their different role requirements.

GEM provides proven transformation tools and a tested methodology
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Best-in-class automation, pricing and governance
We align with your operations through transition and transformation, in order
to standardize and ensure consistent outcomes. Master practitioners of CCO’s
automated contract-management platform then provide a transformation roadmap
to expand your capabilities. Next we configure our SLAs to drive the right behaviors.
Lastly, we cap this off with a governance model that provides transparent, real-time
reporting of contract-management specific data through our contractmanagement platform.

World-class outcomes: Here’s what
CCO can do for your business
In combining the right technology, partners and resources, our global network of
legal experts has delivered countless game-changing results to clients. In applying
our Compliance, Optimization, Execution formula across a range of industries, CCO
has brought the following benefits:
Identified 40% in cost improvements and efficiency gains through a UK
Public Sector entity’s shift to CCO best-in-class processes
100% invoice validation for a major North American Retail Chain through
performance credit checks and earn-back calculations
Implementation of a global dashboard at a North American Food
Company to track vendor and partner activities, along with obligation/
compliance flow-downs
Complete control through CCO standardization, which enabled a Nordic
Manufacturer to improve their ability to measure individual providers, and
make it easier to engage or disengage service providers

For more details contact:
businessservices.global@capgemini.com
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With more than 190,000 people, Capgemini is present in over 40
countries and celebrates its 50th Anniversary year in 2017. A global
leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing services, the Group
reported 2016 global revenues of EUR 12.5 billion. Together with its
clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business, technology and
digital solutions that fit their needs, enabling them to achieve innovation
and competitiveness. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini
has developed its own way of working, the Collaborative Business
ExperienceTM, and draws on Rightshore®, its worldwide delivery model.
Learn more about us at
www.capgemini.com
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Capgemini and
Nationwide Building
Society (NBS)
placed second in the
Strategic Direction
category at the 2016
IACCM Innovation
Awards for the
implementation of
NBS’ Operational
Supply Chain
Management
(OSCM) function.
Our help enabled
NBS to realize savings
of £500,000 during
the first quarter
of 2016.

